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The Newsletter of the Capri Mk1 REGISTER   

In this issue 

P3  Capri Specials 

P8  EU shows 

P10  Members write 

Plus regular features 



The Capri Specials 
As we learnt in the last magazine, courtesy of Derek a Ford employee, all the 
Capri’s that were built were built to order.  All tales of cars  waiting in com-
pounds for a buyer were a myth.  Sales were buoyant  - but like all good 
things the initial euphoria was to pass.   

In September 1970 the Capri range was changed,                
this came by way of drastic change to the number of options available and 
making it more streamlined, So out went the individual ‘X’ and ‘R’ plans, hith-
erto you could have for example a GTR or a GTX,  or just an XR now it had to 
be a standard ‘L’, ‘XL’, or ‘GTXLR’, from this date the full ‘XLR’ trim would only 
be available as a ‘GT’ plan. 

However if a customer wanted a certain spec and was willing to pay for it then 
Ford was happy to take the money and see a satisfied customer drive away 
his new Capri. 

There was another casualty too, in September 1970 the axe fell on one of the  
models  -  exit the 1300 GT. 

Sales of the Capri had started to fall off and a new twist to reignite the publics 

imagination was needed. 

September 1971  -  enter the first of the Capri specials. 

The well known, much hyped, unseen these days, yes the  

‘vista orange special’ . 

Today this car is almost as elusive  as the proverbial Yeti.  There are a couple 
tucked away which we know about, but, with owners reluctant to risk them on 
today's roads, there is very little chance of seeing one for real. 

Just 1200 of these Capri specials were built.    

So what made this 2000GT XLR Capri special 
from all the other Capri’s back  in 1971? 



Well we have already mentioned the colour.  Ford had started to move away from 
the more austere colours that came with the launch of the Capri, now we were 
entering into the world of  Daytona yellow and  vista orange, vibrant colours for a 
car that was proud to be seen.  Add a black vinyl and the car is already looking 
special , but then Ford added the Mustang Boss dress up kit which consisted of 
matt black slats for the rear screen and an aerodynamic spoiler for the top of the 
boot, didn’t make it go any faster but the car did stand out in the crowd. 

As with the other models it came with optional extra’s, the vinyl roof was an extra.  
You could also have cloth trim seats, or how about a heated rear screen, and for 
an easy life what about a push button radio instead of the familiar  (at this period 
in time) knobs, oh such luxury.  All  from £1310, probably about a years wages in 
1971  -  yes that gets it into perspective. 

The sales figure got a boost and Capri was well and truly back in the publics eye.  
What a sales ploy, but yes one that worked well for Ford and would continue to 
work well throughout the Capri years as Ford bought out one Special after an-
other, calling them Special Limited Editions and boy do we all like to own some-
thing ‘special’ and ‘limited’. 

The next Capri Mk1 to be tagged ‘Special’ was for sale 
in June 1972.  

 With the facelifted version looming largely on the horizon the public were once 
again holding back and waiting for the ‘new’ model’ before spending their cash.  
Ford aware of what would happen  - a huge lull in sales  -   knew full well how to 
keep the public interested, part them from their cash and clear the few bodies and 
parts before the ‘new’ facelifted body reached the build track, ready for the launch 
in September 1972.  We have no idea how many of these ‘June 72’ Specials were 
made, as far as we know no details have ever been made public, and as Ford 
long ago destroyed information we will never know now, but back  then who 
would have thought anyone would be this interested in old cars?. 

Keeping to an old Ford tradition you ‘could have any colour’ as long as it was 
black or green.  

 This was the first Capri to be painted in black livery and it came in ebony black 
with a red coachline down the swaze lines.  The interior was trimmed out in ruby 
red . 



The green option was painted in light emerald green with a gold coachline 
down the swaze lines, and the interior trimmed out in black . 

What else did they have? 

These Capri Specials were only available with either a 1600GT, 2000GT or 
3000GT engine.  

They came with the bonnet bulge, soon to be seen on all following facelift 
Capri’s, as the engines were changed to over head cams and sat higher. 

They retained the headlights from the earlier models and the rear lights re-
mained the ‘Escort’ type.  Hazard flashers which would be a feature of the 
facelifted car were now found  on the side of the wings.  Opening rear quar-
ter windows and a heated rear screen were standard as was inertia-reel seat 
belts, a black dash and a centre console, and the cloth trim.  It was still not 
compulsory to wear seat belts at this time but cars had to be  fitted with 
them. 

Almost the height of luxury in the Ford world. 

 



 

 

 

 

There were no changes to the mechanics, just extra dress up 
and a taste of things to 
come, but it kept the cash 
flowing. 

These cars were  for sale 
only in June 1972 but we 
know from the VIN num-
bers that they were being 
manufactured as early 
April. 

Even now some people 
don’t realise that the car 
they own is a Special, 
and even the public would 
argue with owners of 
these rare cars, usually 
about the colour, some-
thing like ‘That’s not  a 
genuine Ford colourGG.’ 
or ‘Ford didn’t do the Mk1 Capri 
in black  G’ 

Ford went on to introduce 
many specials, in the MK2/3 
range there was the ‘S’, GT4, 
Calypso, Cameo, Caberet, La-
ser, 2.8i, and of course the final 
280 Brooklands, to name a 
few.  All followed the same 
concept of using a standard 
Capri and adding extra’s to 
boost flagging sales.  Buyers of 
these cars we think got a bar-
gain. 

In June 1972 you could pur-
chase this car for just £1456.04  
and add on all the extra’s mak-
ing a grand total of £1521.72  - 
You lucky people 





 

Greetings from the Netherlands 
Hello my name is Wim and we would like to share our pictures  from 
last year when we had 40 years of the Ford Capri  - a car that we all 
enjoy and is an  Oldtimer.  We went to shows in Essen and Speyer in 
Germany and Belgium as well as here in Netherlands 

Below is the Netherlands Capri club meeting at Beekse Bergen. 

This is the 
Ford Escort 
Historic club, 
we went to 
their show. 

  Here as in 
England there 
is not so many 
cars now and 
meetings are 
smaller 

We still have some nice Mk1 Capri’s , 
everyone is eager for the RS2600 



 

The Tecknik Museum at Speyer is very big and has many exhibits, all 
Oldtimers, cars, locomotive, planes and boats and space exhibition and 
musical organs.  So much to see here, I invite all Capri owners to visit 
here when there is a Oldtimers car show, you will like it very much. 

We parked here with our Capri and other friends for a very nice time. 

Here we are at Speyer-

 


